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MISSOURIANTRITICITES OF THE NORTHERN MID-CONTINENT
BENJAMIN H. BURMA
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
ABSTRACT.-The tendency toward fine discriminationin fusulinidspecies has made
necessary standardizationin their study. Theories and practices of fusulinid study
are herein discussed in some detail. Four new species of Triticites are described
from the Missouriseries of the Pennsylvaniansystem; one species from the Virgil
series and two froimthe Missouri are redescribed,and the charactersof the other
five known Missourian species from the northern mid-Continent are shown in
graphs, thus bringingtogether the known Missourianspecies. Finally consideration
is given to the ontogeny and phylogeny of the group.

INTRODUCTION

THIS PAPER is in part an outgrowth of the
writer's difficulties in using published
descriptions of fusulinid species. While the
usual descriptions may be adequate for a
fusulinid expert, the ordinary paleontologist
finds them well nigh impossible to use since
they do not tell him enough about a particular species. In presenting the material below,
the writer has been guided by the needs of
the general stratigiaphic paleontologist.
The fusulinid expert with extensive collections at hand for comparison may not find
this material to be more useful than more
orthodox descriptions, but it is hoped that
he will find it more complete.
The writer wishes to acknowledge his
indebtedness to Dr. Norman D. Newell
whose constant interest and helpful suggestions have left an impress on this paper.
Several of the collections studied were furnished by the Kansas Geological Survey.
THE STATISTICAL METHOD

It is almost a truism that the individuals
of a species differ from one another, yet it is
surprising how many paleontologists have
ignored this obvious fact. No one has ever
said that the species Homo sapiens is made
up of individuals that are exactly six feet
tall, brown eyed, blonde haired and brachycephalic. Everyone will agree that some are
five feet tall, blue eyed, red haired and dolicephalic. Yet species after species have been
described under the assumption that they
show almost no individual variation. The
consequence is that a great part of the literature is crowded with descriptions which are
difficult or impossible to use when one seeks
to identify unknown specimens.

Obviously, if species admit variation, then
an adequate description must involve a consideration of the extent of the variation.
Usually this is done in an informal sort of
way by looking at a number of specimens
and noting that the characters vary from
thus to so. The statistical method is simply
a formal method of doing the same thing.
A number of specimens are studied and the
extent of the variation carefully recorded. It
is to make sure that the recorded facts are
significant that the simple techniques of the
statistical method are used. There are some
who favor description of the normal individual, apparently believing that the extremes of variation are of little significance.
Let us apply this to fusulinids. The describer
publishes the variation which may occur in
the characters of a normal individual. By
the usual definition, a normal individual is
one which, as far as any particular character
is concerned, occupies a position within the
central half of a population. He does this for
eight characters which are readily measurable. The question then arises as to what
proportion of the individuals in a population
will be normal in all characters. One half of
them? No, according to the theory of probability less than one specimen in 250. If ten
characters were described, the proportion
would be less than one in 1,000. Obviously,
the range in variation must be determined
as completely as possible.
For a detailed treatment of statistical
methods, the reader is referred to the recently published "Quantitative Zoology" by
Simpson and Roe. In the subsequent discussion the application of these methods to
fusulinids is considered.
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THE STATISTICAL METHOD APPLIED
TO FUSULINIDS

Number of specimens studies.-The individuals of a species differ from one another,
therefore it is necessary to study a number
of specimens to determine the extent in
which they differ. The minimum number
needed for this objective can not be foretold for any particular group. By simple trial
and error, it was found that 10 or 12 slides
each of axial and saggital sections would
give an adequate idea as to the variation in
fusulinids. In some cases, as many as 20 or
more were studied, and in one case, only
three saggital sections were available. In the
latter case, however, usable results were obtained by means of a method explained in
the section below dealing with graphic
presentation of data. The above, however,
refers only to the original study of the species. Usually two or three specimens will
serve to identify a species after it has been
adequately described on a statistical basis.
Preparation of thin-section.-Care must be
taken in the preparation of the thin-sections. The axis of coiling must be parallel to
the slide in the axial sections and perpendicular to the slide in the saggital sections.
In both cases the proloculum must be accurately centered. Measurements taken in
other slides are of limited usefulness. The
diameter of the proloculum is a valuable
character in differentiating Missourian species but it can not be used unless the sections
used are well centered.
Methods of study.-The general method
and characters studied are those used by
Dunbar and Skinner (1937). However, it
was found desirable to refine their methods
of measurement somewhat, as is explained
under the individual characters. In general,
the measurements should be accurate to
about one part in a hundred if practicable.
This accuracy is sufficient but if the measurement can be made more accurately than
this without greater effort, it is well to do
so.
For best results, the best microscope available should be used for measurements. The
ordinary stereoscopic binocular microscope
used for studying other foraminifera is of
very limited value in the study of fusulinids.
A petrographic microscope is excellent.
When used with crossed nicols a dark back-
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ground is produced which considerably reduces eyestrain. A good biological microscope is also very good. The ordinary eyepiece micrometer is adequate and adaptable
to all requirements. However from the
standpoint of ease of use, the filar eyepiece
micrometer is much better, although somewhat more expensive.
Half-length.-The half-length is measured
in axial sections from the center of the proloculum to the point of greatest extent of the
volution under consideration. In the past
this measurement as such as been used as the
half-length. Thus the distance A in figure 1
E X
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/
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4

FIGS. 1-4-Methods of measuringfusulinids. 1,

Half-length (A) as seen in axial section. 2,
Saggital section showing various possible
orientations of axial sections, AB, CD, and
EF. 3, Axial sections in regionof the proloculum, illustrating difficulties in interpreting
orientation from axial sections. 4, Method
for consistently measuring radius vector in
saggital sections.

would be taken as the half-length for volution 2?. However, this may or may not be
the correct measurement. Let us examine the
orientation of this axial section with reference to its axis of coiling as viewed in a
saggital section. Figure 2 represents a section perpendicular to the axis of coiling.
The axial section is so cut as to contain the
axis of coiling but may lie in any of the
infinite number of planes containing this
line. It might be along line AB or CD or
EF, or any other plane, and there is no
known means by which the section can be
cut through a particular desired position.
In other words, all axial sections are random
sections as far as the plane of their orientation is concerned. If, then, the section is
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oriented so that it cuts through the 4 volution mark, as does CD in figure 2 the dimension of volution 44 will be used for volution
5, a measurement which would be less than
the half-length since the half-length increases constantly at successive growthstages.
Although it is impossible to determine the
absolute orientation of an axial section, it is
usually possible to estimate its true position
within a quarter volution, which allows a
fair degree of consistency. In general, the
inner part of an axial section has one of
three aspects. These are shown diagrammatically in figure 3. 3A shows the type found
when the section is cut in the general region
of line AB in figure 2. In this case the section
cuts through the first volution at a position
near the 2 volution point. In B, the section
is cut in a position near EF on figure 2. In
both A and B, the dimensions read for volutions 2 and 2? are about correct. However,
in 3C, the section is oriented in the region of
line CD and the dimensions read for volutions 2 and 22 are actually for about volutions 13 to 21. It then becomes necessary
to find out what the half-length is for example at volution 2. This value may be
readily estimated. The half-length is measured at the half volution intervals through
the ontogeny (actually of course at volutions
4,

,

14,

etc.)

These

are then

plotted

on

graph paper and the value for volutions
4, 1, 12, 2, etc. interpolated and read off
directly. This is admittedly not exact, but
it improves the accuracy of recorded measurements.
At first consideration it would seem that
one might determine the position of the
section in the volution by measuring the
height of volution, as at X in figure 3C, and
then finding where this height occurred in
the first volution. Unfortunately, the height
of the volution at all stages is so variable
that this method is completely useless.
Because of the lack of certainty as to
orientation, determinations of the halflength are not wholly satisfactory. The published values for the various species are
almost certainly less than the true values.
Radius vector.-The distance from the
center of the proloculum to the outside of
the wall of a specified volution is the radius
vector of that volution. In published works
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the point where the first volution starts has
not always been accurately defined. In this
paper the selected point is the intersection
of the wall with the line joining the center of
the proloculum and the point of origin of
the spirotheca as in figure 4. The radius
vector of the first volution is measured at the
end of the first volution and that of the
second volution at the end of the second
volution and so on. In the early Tricites
there is often a secondary deposit of varying
thickness on the outside of the tectum. This
should be ignored in all measurements. Only
measurements on saggital sections should be
used.
Form ratio.-The form ratio is obtained
by dividing the half length by the radius
vector of a particular volution. The radius
vector for this purpose is measured on the
axial section and must be corrected for
orientation in the same way that the half
length is corrected. Then the form ratio is
computed using these corrected measurements.
Tunnel angle.-The tunnel angle is that
angle subtended by lines joining the edges
of the tunnel with the center of the proloculum. It must be corrected for orientation in
the same way as the half length. It is not
very practicable to apply statistical analysis to the tunnel angle since it is really a
function of two distinct factors, the width
of the tunnel and the radius vector. The
width of the tunnel would be a much better
character to use, but the use of the tunnel
angle is so firmly entrenched in the literature
that it seems useless to attempt to displace it.
Height of volution.-The height of volution is the distance from the top of the tectum of one volution to the top of the tectum
of the next. It is essentially a measure of the
rate of the increase in the radius vector and
is probably the least valuable of the characters used.
Wall Thickness.-In the genus Triticites
this is the distance from the base of the
keriotheca to the top of the tectum of a
given volution. Care must be taken that
none of the secondary deposit which often
overlies the tectuim is included or erratic
results will be obtained. The tectum is so
thin and uniform that separate measurement is of no purpose, and its thickness is
included with the keriotheca.
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Septal count.-The number of septa per
volution for a particular volution is a valuable character in the Missourian Triticites.
Many fusulinid workers have been inclined
to minimize the importance of this character, but it is actually more useful than the
height of volution.
Diameter of the proloculum.-If well centered sections are used, the diameter of the
proloculum is an extremely useful character.
If the proloculum is not exactly spherical, as
is commonly the case, the greatest and least
observed dimensions should be noted.
has been made of
Septal fluting.-Much
the importance of septal fluting as a specific
character in Triticites and it certainly varies
from species to species. However, in the
present work it has not proved very valuable as a specific character. The fluting is so
variable within a single species that it is
impracticable to attempt any more than a
generalized verbal description of its intensity. This is sufficiently accurate. Due to
the curvature of the shell, tangential sections give such a distorted impression of the
fluting that a verbal description is as good.
These remarks are meant to apply only to
primitive Triticites and not to more advanced forms.
The following method of description has
been used in the present work. All descriptions refer to the fluting of the lower half
or distal part of the septum. "Plane" describes unfluted septa. "Slightly fluted" describes fluting whose amplitude is less than
3 the distance across a single one of the
plications. "Moderately fluted" describes
fluting more intense than slight but not so
intense that adjacent septa touch. If opposed plications do touch, the fluting is
described as strong.
PRESENTATION OF DATA

The manner of presentation of statistical
data is a matter of great importance. In the
past, these data for fusulinids have been presented in the form of numerical tables,
which, it must be admitted, are quite indigestible. The tables are long, take up much
space and are expensive to publish. Furthermore, numerical trends are difficult to
visualize and it is not a simple matter to
compare two sets of data. Finally, tabular
data do not allow the prediction of the ex-
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tent of the variation beyond the observed
variation.
As has been intimated, the above objections either do not apply or apply only partially to the graphical method of presentation here used. Of the various methods which
might be used, the following one seems to be
simplest and the most practicable. The observed maximum, mean, and minimum
measurements of a unit character, such as
radius vector, are plotted against the volution at which they are measured on semilogarithmic graph paper, the arithmetic
scale being used for the volutions and the
logarithmic scale for the character graphed
(figure 5). Smooth limiting curves are then
drawn showing the probable actual maxima
and minima (contrasted with those observed) and a line is also drawn through the
observed averages.
A word of explanation is needed concerning the use of logarithmic graphs in this
connection. It is well known that growth in
organisms follows more or less closely to a
logarithmic function. Therefore, in order to
obtain straight or moderately straight line
graphs, the most easily interpreted type, it is
necessary to use logarithmic scales on the
graph. In graphing the volution number on
an arithmetic scale, we are actually using a
logarithmic scale, since the length around
the spirotheca between successive volution
increases logarithmically. The above statements may easily be verified by actual measurements as the writer has had occasion to
do many times. Thus, by this method, a
fairly straight line graph is obtained. A
further advantage lies in the fact that the
different volutions are given equal weight in
the graph. If a purely arithmetic scale is
used, for example, the absolute variation of
a character may be shown in the sixth volution to be 100 times as great as in the first
volution, although the per cent variation is
exactly the same. The semi-logarithmic
graph will, in effect, magnify the variation of
the first volution, until it occupies as much
space on the graph as the sixth volution,
thus giving it its proportionately proper
prominence. This allows the emergence of
the fact that it is often possible to distinguish species in the early volutions that are
exactly alike in some characters in the later
volutions (e.g. species 9 and 10 in figure 8).

MISSOURIA N TRITICITES
So far as the writer can determine, this importance of the early volutions has not previously been recognized. The plotting and
reading of these graphs proceeds in exactly
the same way as with arithmetic graphs.
CHARTS
IDENTIFICATION
Often in identifying a species it may not
be necessary to make an extensive study of
it. The identification charts (figures 12 and
13) have been included to help in this determination. These charts show the range of a
character in a particular volution, the half
length and form ratio at the sixth volution,
the radius vector, height of volution, wall
thickness, tunnel angle, and septal count at
the fifth volution and the diameter of the
proloculum. The numbers at the top refer to
species herein described. The solid lines
show the observed variation with the maximum, minimum and mean indicated. The
dotted portion is the probable variation beyond the observed variation which is taken
from the graphs of the characters. For example, a specimen with a form ratio of 4.50
in the fifth volution, could not be referred to
species 3, 5, 6, 7, or 8, thus eliminating half
of the species here listed on the basis of one
measurement.
SYSTEMATIC
DESCRIPTIONS
FUSULINIDAE
Family
Subfamily SCHWAGERININAE
Genus TRITICITES Girty, 1904

Genotype, Triticities secalicus (Say)=
Miliolites secalicaSay
fusiform. Wall consists
Diagnosis.-Test
of tectum of 5 to 8 microns thickness, and
keriotheca of variable thickness; the alveoli
are often thin walled and indistinct in the
early species. May have a thin irregular secondary deposit corresponding to the outer
tectorium of the Fusulininae. Septa nearly
plane to strongly fluted so the adjacent septa
touch; always irregular and blister-like at
the poles. Septa pierced by a slit-like tunnel
which flares steadily outward and is bounded
by conspicuous chomata. Septal pores commonly conspicuous in outer volutions.
Missourian to early PerRange.-Basal
mian.
the statement has
Discussion.-Although
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been made that Triticites differs from Schwagerina in the strength of the fluting, this
generalization needs to be qualified. For example, the fluting of Triticites plicatulus
Merchant and Keroher is as intense as that
of Schwagerina although it occurs in the
Missouri series and certainly belongs to Triticites. The best character for distinguishing
the two genera is the chomata which are
conspicuous in Triticites and obsolete or obsolescent in Schwagerina.
The species described below are arranged
in ascending stratigraphic order. The essentials of four of the species described by
Merchant and Keroher (1939) are included
for the sake of completeness, although the
writer has made no further observations on
these species.
TRITICITES IRREGULARIS(Schellwien

and Staff)
Species 8, text figs. 7-13
Triticites irregularis MERCHANTand KEROHER,

1939, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 13, pp. 600-603.

Shape.-Elongate fusiform, with irregular
constrictions. Form ratio, see text fig. 13,
species 8.
Number of volutions.-Six to 6? usual, a
few with as many as 7.
Septa.-Nearly plane or slightly irregular
across middle of shell becoming moderately
fluted at the poles. Septal count, see text
figs. 11 and 13, species 8. Septal pores small,
rare, and confined to sixth and seventh volutions.
Wall.-Fine
textured. Wall thickness,
figs. 10 and 13, species 8.
Chomata.-Well developed, though irregular in shape. Absent only in last volution.
Half length.-See text fig. 12, species 8.
Tunnel angle.-See text figs. 7 and 12, species 8.
Radius vector.-See text figs. 8 and 12,
species 8.
Height of volution.-See text figs. 9 and 13,
species 8.
Diameter of proloculum.--See text fig. 13,
species 8.
Discussion.-This
is a very distinctive
species and is not likely to be confused with
other species here described.
Occurrence.-Winterset limestone, early
Missourian Kansas, Missouri, and Iowa.
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Burma, n. sp.
Plate 118, figs. 2 and 13; species 7,
text figs. 5-13.
fusiform, slightly inShape.-Bluntly
flated. Form ratio, see text figs. 6 and 12,
species 7.
5 to 5?,
Number of volutions.-Mostly
none with more than 6? observed.
Septa.-Nearly plane or slightly irregular
across middle of shell but becoming strongly
fluted at the poles. Septal pores small, few,
and inconspicuous in fifth and sixth volutions. Septal count, see text figs. 11 and 13,
species 7.
Wall.-Very fine textured with very inconspicuous alveoli. Wall thickness, see text
figs. 10 and 13, species 7.
Chomata.-Well developed even into last
volution.
Half length.-See text figs. 5 and 12, species 7.
Tunnel angle.-See text figs. 7 and 12, species 7.
Radius vector.-See text figs. 8 and 12,
species 7.
Height of volution.-See text figs. 9 and 13,
species 7.
Diameter of proloculum.-See text fig. 13,
species 7.
of this species
Discussion.-Individuals
are the smallest studied. The half length,
wall thickness, septal count, and diameter of
the proloculum are its most distinctive characters. The entire shell gives an impression
of fragility.
Occurrence.-Westerville limestone, midMissourian. Types from the upper part of
the limestone in the SE 4 sec. 25, T. 69 N., R.
27 W., Decatur County, Iowa.
Types.-Syntypes 21210 and 21211, University of Wisconsin.
TRITICITES COLLUSBurma,

n. sp.

Plate 118, figs. 9 and 14; species 3,
text figs. 5-13
fusiform, slightly inShape.-Elongate
flated, bluntly pointed extremities. Form ratio, see text figs. 6 and 12, species 3.
Number of volutions.-Normally about 7
volutions, a few have as many as 8.
Septa.-Moderately fluted over the width
of the tunnel but over the rest of the length
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septa are strongly fluted so that adjacent
septa touch. Septal pores small and few in
the sixth and seventh volution. Septal count,
see text figs. 11 and 13, species 3.
Wall.-Moderately fine textured. Alveoli
readily seen but not prominent. Wall thickness, see text figs. 10 and 13, species 3.
Chomata.-Well developed except in last
volution.
Half length.-See text figs. 5 and 12, species 3.
Tunnel angle.-See text figs. 7 and 12, species 3.
Radius vector.-See text figs. 8 and 12,
species 3.
Height of volution.-See text figs. 8 and 12,
species 3.
Diameter of proloculum.-See text fig. 13,
species 3.
Discussion.-This
species is very similar
to Triticites caccus from the stratigraphically
higher Argentine limestone. The two are
most easily separated on the basis of the radius vector and wall thickness in the early
volutions and by the septal count in the mature volutions. It is not likely to be confused
with any of the other species.
Occurrence.-Upper part of Cement City
limestone, mid-Missourian, in a roadside
ditch on Highway 162 north of a ravine in
sec. 10, T. 75 N., R. 28 W., Madison County,
Iowa, about 3 miles west of Winterset,
Iowa.
Types.-Syntypes 21214 and 21215, University of Wisconsin.
TRITICITES CACCUSBurma, n. sp.

Plate 118, figs. 4 and 5; species 1,
text figs. 5-13
with very blunt and
Shape.-Fusiform
rounded extremities, slopes quite straight.
Form ratio, see text figs. 6 and 12, species 1.
Number of volutions.-Mostly 6 to 6? volutions, but some with 7.
Septa.-Moderately fluted above the tunnel but strongly elsewhere fluted so that adjacent septa touch over remainder of shell.
Septal pores very few and small. Septal
count, see text figs. 11 and 13, species 1.
Wall.-Apparently fine textured but the
appearance may be due to poor preservation. Wall thickness, see text figs. 10 and 13,
species 1.
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FIG.5.-Half-lengths of Missourian Triticites. In this and following figures the solid black dots
show the maximum, minimum, and mean measurementsof the species graphed by the broken
lines and the dot and circle the species graphed by the solid line. Numbers indicate species as
follows: 1, Triticites caccus; 2, T. neglectus; 3, T. collys; 4, T. primarius; 5, T. newelli; 6, T. secalicus; 7, T. burgessae; 8, T. irregularis; 9, T. tenuis; 10, T. cf. osagensis; 11, T. plicatulus.

Chomata.-Well developed except in last
volution.
Half length.-See text figs. 5 and 12, species 1.
Tunnel Angle.-See text figs. 7 and 12,
species 1.
Radius vector.-See text figs. 8 and 12,
species 1.
Height of volution.-See text figs. 9 and 13,
species 1.
Diameter of proloculum.-See text figs. 13,
species 1.
Discussion.-As
has been brought out,
this species is most similar to Trzticites collus. It is not likely to be confused with other
species.

Occurrence.-In a 1-inch shale parting 5
feet below the top of the Argentine limestone, mid-Missourian, in a quarry in NE sec. 7, T. 75 N., R. 29 W., Madison County,
Iowa.
21212 and 21213, UniTypes.-Syntypes
versity of Wisconsin.
TRITICITES TENUIS Merchant

and

Keroher
Species 9, text figures 7-13
Triticites tenuis MERCHANTand KEROHER,1939,

Jour. Paleontology, vol. 13, pp. 604-606.
Shape.-Slender and elongate, pointed extremities. Form ratio, see text fig. 12, species
9.
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FIG. 6.-Form ratios of MissourianTriticites.

Number of volutions.-Mostly 6 or 6?, a
few with as many as 7? volutions.
fluted, except at the
Septa.-Moderately
poles where fluting is strong. Septal pores
few and small in sixth and seventh volution.
Septal count, see text figs. 11 and 13, species 9.
Wall.-Moderately coarse textured. Wall
thickness, see text figs. 10 and 13, species 9.
Chomata.-Well developed except in last
volution.
Half length.-See text fig. 12, species 9.
Tunnel angle.-See text figs. 7 and 12, species 9.
Radius vector.-See text figs. 8 and 12,
species 9.
Height of volution.-See text figs. 9 and 13,
species 9.
Diameter of proloculum.-See text fig. 13,
species 9.

Discussion.-Most
similar to Triticites
osagensis Newell but readily distinguished
from it, especially by the size of the proloculum.
Occurrence.-Island Creek shale, midMissourian, Kansas.
TRITICITES cf. OSAGENSISNewell

Species 10, text figs. 7-13
Triticites cf. osagensis MERCHANT
and KEROHER,

1939, Jour. Paleontology,vol. 13, pp. 606-609.
Shape.-Elongate and slender with rather
blunt ends. Form ratio. See text fig. 12, species 10.
Number of volutions.-Mostly 6 to 7 but
some with as many as 8 volutions.
fluted even across the
Septa.-Strongly
center of the shell. Septal pores numerous
and quite large in sixth and seventh volu-
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7.-Tunnel angles of Missourian Triticites.1, T. caccus; 2, T. neglectus;3. T. collus; 4, T. primarius; 5, T. newelli; 6, T. secalicus; 7, T. burgessae;8, T. irregularis;9, T. tenuis; 10, T. cf.
osagensis; 11, T. plicatulus.

tions. Septal count-see text figs. 11 and 13,
species 10.
is moderately coarse.
Wall.-Texture
Wall thickness, see text figs. 10 and 13, species 10.
Chomata.-Well developed except in the
last volution.
Half length.-See text fig. 12, species 10.
Tunnel angle.-See text figs. 7 and 12, species 10.
Radius vector.-See text figs. 8 and 12,
species 10.
Height of volution.-See text figs. 9 and 13,
species 10.
Diameter of proloculum.-See text fig. 13,
species 10.
Discussion.-This
species is most similar
to Triticites tenuis.

Occurrence.-About 1 foot above the base
of the Farley limestone, mid-Missourian, Kansas.
TRITICITES

PLICATULUS Merchant

and Keroher
Species 11, text figs. 7-13
Triticites plicatulus MERCHANT and KEROHER,

1939, Jour. Paleontology, vol, 13, pp. 609-611.
with
broadly
Shape.-Subcylindrical
rounded ends. Form ratio; see text fig. 12,
species 11.
Number of volutions.-7 to 8 volutions on
the average; rarely specimens attain 9.
Septa.-Fluting strong even across middle
of the shell so that the loops of adjacent
septa are in contact. Septal pores large but
rare. Septal count, see text figs. 11 and 13,
species 11.
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Wall.-Moderately coarse textured. Wall
thickness, see text figs. 10 and 13, species 11.
Chomata.-Rather weakly developed for a
triticite. They are feebly developed in the
penultimate volution and absent in the last.
Half length.-See text fig. 12, species 11.
Tunnel angle.-See text figs. 7 and 12, species 11.
Radius vector.-See text figs. 8 and 12,
species 11.
Height of volution.-See text figs. 9 and 13,
species 11.
Diameter of proloculum.-See text fig. 13,
species 11.
Discussion.-This species is quite distinctive and is not likely to be confused with
others.
Occurrence.-Types are from the Spring
Hill member of the Plattsburg formation,
mid-Missourian, Kansas.
TRITICITES NEGLECTUSNewell

Plate 118, figs. 3 and 6; species 2,
text figs. 5-13
TriticitesneglectusNEWELL,1934, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 8, pp. 422-423, pl. 52, figs. 2a-b,
pl. 53, figs. la-b.
fusiform with bluntly
Shape.-Elongate
pointed extremities, tending to be subcylindrical. Form ratio, see text figs. 6 and 12,
species 2.
Number of volutions.-Mostly with 5? to
61 volutions, rarely as many as 72.
Septa.-Moderately fluted across the middle of the shell, becoming strongly fluted toward the poles. Septal pores rare and inconspicuous in sixth and seventh volutions.
Septal count, see figs. 11 and 12, species 2.
Wall.-Moderately coarse textured. Wall
thickness, see text figs. 10 and 13, species 2.

H. BURMA
Chomata.-Well developed except in last
volution.
Half length.-See text figs. 5 and 12, species 2.
Tunnel angle.-See text figs. 7 and 12, species 2.
Radius vector.-See text figs. 8 and 12,
species 2.
Height of volution.-See text figs. 9 and 13,
species 2.
Diameter of proloculum.-See text fig. 13,
species 2.
Discussion.-This
species described by
Newell is for the first time here given statistical treatment. Its radius vector, wall thickness, and septal count are fairly characteristic. The material for the restudy was identified by Dr. Newell.
Occurrence.-Common in the Captain
Creek member of the Stanton formation, upper Missourian, Kansas and Missouri.
TRITICITES PRIMARIUSMerchant

and Keroher
Plate 118, figs. 1 and 8; species 4,
text figs. 5-13
Triticites secalicus primarius MERCHANTand
KEROHER,1939, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 13,

p. 611, pl. 69, figs. 10-12.
fusiform with inflated
Shape.-Elongate
slopes and bluntly rounded extremities.
Form ratio, see text figs. 6 and 12, species 4.
Number of volutions.-Most
specimens
have 6 to 6?, some as many as 72 volutions.
plane or very weakly
Septa.-Nearly
fluted across the middle of the shell, becoming moderately fluted toward the extremities. Septal pores quite numerous and large
in sixth and seventh volutions. Septal count,
see text figs. 11 and 13, species 4.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 118
FIGs.

1, 8-Triticites primarius Merchant and Keroher, emend. Burma. 1, Axial section X7.5. 8,
(p. 748)
Saggital section X 15. Topotypes.
2, 13-Triticites burgessaeBurma, n. sp. 1, Saggital section X15, University of Wisconsin, no.
21210. 13, Axial section X7.5, University of Wisconsin no. 21211. Syntypes.
(p. 744)
3, 6-Triticites neglectusNewell, 3, Axial section X7.5, 6, Saggital section X15.
(p. 748)
4, 5-Triticites

caccus Burma, n. sp. 4, Saggital section X15, University of Wisconsin

21212. 5, Axial section X7.5, University of Wisconsinno. 21213. Syntypes.
(p. 744)
7, 10-Triticites newelli Burma, n. sp. 7, Axial section X7.5, University of Kansas no. 7603.
(p. 749)
10, Saggital section X15. University of Kansas no. 7604. Syntypes.
9, 14-Triticites collus Burma, n. sp. 9, Axial section X7.5, University of Wisconsinno. 21214.
(p. 744)
14, Saggital section X15, University of Wisconsin no. 21215. Syntypes.
11, 12-Triticites secalicus(Say). 11, Axial section X7.5. 12, Saggital section X15. Topotypes.
(p. 751)
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coarse textured. Wall
Wall.-Rather
thickness, see text figs. 10 and 13, species 4.
Chomata.-Rather weakly developed; absent in the last volution.
Half length.-See text figs. 5 and 12, species 4.
Tunnel angle.-See text figs. 7 and 12, species 4.
Radius vector.-See text figs. 8 and 12,
species 4.
Height of volution.-See text figs. 9 and 13,
species 4.
Diameter of proloculum.-See text fig. 13,
species 4.
Discussion.-This
species was called a
variety of Triticites secalicus by Merchant
and Kerhoer. However, a careful comparison of the two has convinced the writer that
the form is a distinct species. They differ

markedly in half length, form ratio and wall
thickness. For these reasons, I am elevating
this variety to specific rank. A full description of typical Triticites secalicus is given
below. This restudy is based on the same
slides used by Merchant and Keroher iri the
original description.
Occurrence.-From the top of the Stoner
member of the Stanton formation, Kansas.
Type material from the center of the west
side of sec. 31, T. 26 S., R. 15 E., Woodson
County, Kansas.
TRITICITES NEWELLI Burma, n. sp.

Plate 118, figs. 7 and 10; species 5,
text figs. 5-13
Triticitescf. moorei NEWELL,1936, Jour. Geol.,
vol. 44, pp. 29-31.
with straight slopes
Shape.-Fusiform
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9.-Height of volution of Missourian Triticites. 1, T. caccus; 2, T. neglectus;3, T. collus; 4, T.
primarius; 5, T. newelli; 6, secalicus; 7, T. burgessae;8, T. irregularis; 9, T. tenuis; 10, T. cfosagensis; 11, T. plicatulus.

and bluntly pointed extremities. Form ratio,
see text figs. 6 and 12, species 5.
Number of volutions.-Mostly with 5 to 5?
volutions, a few with as many as 6?.
Septa.-Septa gently to moderately fluted
across the middle becoming strongly fluted
toward the poles. Septal pores small and inconspicuous in sixth volution. Septal count,
see text figs. 11 and 13, species 5.
coarse textured. Wall
Wall.-Moderately
thickness, see text figs. 10 and 13, species 5.
Chomata.-Well developed except in last
volution.
Half length.-See text figs. 5 and 12, species 5.
Tunnel angle.-See text figs. 7 and 12, species 5.

Radius vector.-See text figs. 8 and 12
species 5.
Height of volution.-See test figs. 9 and 13,
species 5.
Diameter of proloculum.-See text fig. 13,
species 5.
distinctive form is not
Discussion.-This
likely to be confused with other Missourian
species. Newell (in Moore, Elias and Newell,
1936) referred this species to Triticites cf.
moorei. Material was not at hand for a detailed study of T. moorei, but the two seem to
be quite different. The radius vector is notably less in T. newelli and also the septal
count is greater. The fluting of T. newelli is
apparently more intense than that of T.
moorei.
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FIG. 10.-Wall thickness of Missourian Triticites.

Occurrence.-From the South Bend limestone of the Stanton formation, Kansas.
Types from the SE. cor. sec. 1, T. 15 S., R.
21 E., Kansas. From the Kansas Geological
Survey collections.
7603 and 7604 ReposiTypes.-Syntypes
tory, University of Kansas.
TRITICITES SECALICUS(Say)

Plate 118, figs. 11 and 12; species 6,
text figs. 6-13
Triticitessecalicus(SAY),1927, Nebr. Geol. Surv.,
Ser. 2, Bull. 2, pp. 104-108, pl. 7, figs. 1-7.
with bluntly pointed
Shape.-Fusiform
ends and inflated lateral slopes. Form ratio,
see text figs. 6 and 12, species 6.
Number of volutions.-Mostly 6 to 6? volutions, more rarely with as many as 72.

Septa.-Nearly
plane or slightly fluted
across the middle of the shell, becoming
more strongly fluted toward the extremities.
Septal pores neither very large nor very numerous in sixth and seventh volutions. Septal count, see text figs. 11 and 13, species 6.
coarse textured. Wall
Wall.-Moderately
thickness, see text figs. 10 and 13, species 6.
Chomata.-Well developed except in last
volution.
Half length.-See text figs. 5 and 12, species 6.
Tunnel angle.-See text figs. 7 and 12, species 6.
Radius vector.-See text figs. 8 and 12,
species 6.
HIeightof volution.-See text figs. 9 and 13,
species 6.
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counts of Missourian Triticites. 1, T. caccus; 2, T. neglectus; 3, T. collus; 4, T. primarius; 5, T. newelli; 6, T. secalicus; 7, T. burgessae; 8, T. irregularis; 9, T. tenuis; 10, T. cf.
osagensis; 11, T. plicatulus.

FIG. 11.-Septal

Diameter of proloculum.-See text fig. 13,
species 6.
this species was
Discussion.-Although
reported as ranging through a number of
formations by Dunbar and Condra (1927),
its range has been restricted due to increasing refinements of study and is apparently
confined to the lower part of the Virgil series.
Its description is introduced here because
several Missourian species have been referred to it. The present description is based
on topotype material kindly supplied by Dr.
Condra of the Nebraska Geological Survey.
Occurrence.-Upper Heumader shale or
basal Kereford limestone, lower Virgil, Snyderville Quarry, Nebraska.

THE ONTOGENY OF TRITICITES

Early in the progress of these studies it occurred to the writer that the rate of growth
of fusulinids might be a valid specific character. With this in mind a fairly extensive
study of the ontogeny of the Missourian
Triticites was undertaken. This involved the
measurement and plotting of the rate of
growth of the radius vector, height of volution, and wall thickness at intervals of onefourth of a volution. The rate of growth for
this purpose was calculated, for example, by
subtracting the radius vector at volution 24
from that at 21, keeping proper account of
algebraic signs. These rates of growth of a
given character at quarter volutions were
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12.-Identification chart for Missourian Triticites.Half-length and form ration are given for 6th
volution; tunnel angle and radiusvector for the 5th volution. Solid lines observed variation;dots
inferredvariation.

averaged and the average plotted as shown
in text figure 14.
The results were most unexpected. It was
anticipated that a fairly smooth line or curve
would be obtained. Instead, it appeared that
the rate of growth was periodically speeded
and retarded. This was shown with varying
exactness. For example, in figure 14 the radius vector exhibits a spurt in growth once
in each volution with nearly periodic regularity. The height of volution shows about
the same tendency but less precisely, and
the periodicity breaks down in the outermost volutions. The third type is shown by
the graph of the wall thickness in which the
periodicity is largely masked but growth still

has a cyclical character. The growth of the
half length, form ratio, and tunnel angle
show this same tendency to periodicity.
However, owing to the lessened accuracy of
measurement due to the difficulty of determining the orientation of axial sections, and
also since measurements can be taken only
at half volution intervals, the graphs of their
growth do not show the periodicity so well.
The cause of this variation in rate of
growth is unknown. The cause might be
either internal or external in origin, and at
present there is little to choose. It is the
writer's opinion, however, that the variation
must be sought in the internal organization
of the cell.
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T. primarius;5, T. newelli;6, T.-secalicus;7, T. burgessae;8, T. irregularis;9, T. tenuis; 10 T. cf.
osagensis. 11, T. plicatulus.Septal count, height of volution, and wall thickness at the 5th volution. Solid lines, observed variation; dots, inferredvariation.
THE PHYLOGENY OF TRITICITES

It was hoped that the present study might
lead to at least an outline of the phylogeny
of Triticites. Unfortunately it is not possible
to make out anything very definite due to
the complexity of the problem. However, it
seems quite sure that the genus contains several phyletic lines which must eventually be
separated. The following general trends seem
to exist but the final word must await the
complete delineation of phyletic lines. The
septal fluting becomes more intense in the
younger members of a phyletic series. The
half length increases but there seems to be
no marked trend in the radius vector. The
form ratio decreases and the wall thickness

and diameter of the proloculum increases.
Trends in other characters are indeterminate.
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growth in Triticites tenuis during ontogeny. The causes of these fluctuations are
not obvious, but it is evident that the considerable variation during the growth of an individual
has some bearing on the significance of measurements made in identifying a species.

FIG. 14.-Rhythmic
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